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It will come as no surprise to most readers that America’s primary and secondary schools are widely seen as failing. High school graduation rates, while improving, are still far too low, and there are steep gaps in achievement between middle-class and poor students. Even in the midst of high unemployment rates, business owners are struggling to find graduates with sufficient skills in reading, math, and science to fill today’s jobs. School districts, teachers’ unions, and parents are engaged in fierce debates over the best way to rein in climbing costs and improve standards. Meanwhile, progress is frustratingly slow, if in fact what is taking place represents progress at all.

The domestic consequences of a weak education system are relatively well known. The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) made the decision to sponsor this Task Force to address the less well known—yet equally sobering—national security repercussions. In 2011, CFR launched its Renewing America initiative, which examines domestic issues such as infrastructure, energy security, and the federal deficit that affect the United States’ ability to conduct foreign policy and compete economically. Education is a critical component of this initiative. A world-class education system is vital to preserving not just the country’s physical security but also to reinforcing the broader components of American leadership, such as economic dynamism, an informed and active democracy, and a coterie of informed professionals willing and able to live and serve around the world.

In international tests of literacy, math, and science, American students rank far below the world’s leaders in Finland, South Korea, and Shanghai. They spend fewer years studying a more limited range of foreign languages than students in most other wealthy countries and just 1.4 percent of them study abroad, mostly in Europe. Significant majorities of young Americans are unable to identify strategically or politically important countries, such as Iraq or Afghanistan, on a map of the world; enrollment in civics and government classes is declining.

Foreword
As a result, students are leaving school without the math and science skills needed for jobs in modern industry. They are too often unable to pass military entrance exams. The State Department and intelligence services lack sufficient linguists and analysts for critical regions. By almost every measure, U.S. schools are failing to provide the kind of education our society will need to ensure American leadership in the twenty-first century.

This Independent Task Force examines the critical weaknesses of the U.S. K-12 education system and assesses the actual and potential impact on American national security. While the system’s present flaws, including a sclerotic bureaucracy, a lack of incentive for innovation, and few rewards for excellent teacher performance, are serious and their effects on students severe, the Task Force nonetheless sees cause for hope. The Common Core, a set of educational standards shared among all but five U.S. states, is due to be rolled out in 2014 and will set national expectations for student achievement in math and reading. President Barack Obama’s Race to the Top program allowed states and school districts to compete for a share of $5 billion to fund programs designed to improve student assessments, reward excellent teachers, and rapidly improve the worst-performing schools. These efforts build on President George W. Bush’s No Child Left Behind Act, which was the first federal effort to measure and publicize student test results, and the success of charter schools and voucher programs, which allow families to choose the best school for their children. Clearly, change is possible, as is cooperation across party lines.

The Task Force recommends three overarching reforms to improve the educational system and enhance America’s future ability to safeguard the country, compete and collaborate with others, and reinforce American leadership worldwide. First, it calls on governors to not only adopt the state-led Common Core curriculum, but also expand the curriculum to include skill sets—such as science, technology, and foreign languages—that are critical to national security. The Task Force also advocates structural changes that will empower students and their families to choose which schools they attend. Lastly, this report calls on state governors, working in conjunction with the federal government, to establish a national security readiness audit that holds educators and policymakers responsible for meeting national expectations in education.

It is important to emphasize, though, that this report is the beginning of a conversation, not the end of one. American teachers,
administrators, policymakers, and parents all need to think about how to better prepare students for life in a world that will affect them, directly and indirectly, in countless ways. Young people will need not only the skills outlined here but also a deep and diverse knowledge base about the world around them. The histories and foreign policies of other countries, the nature and function of the international system, and an understanding of the challenges and opportunities globalization offers—these could all be elements of a curriculum dedicated to shaping the globally literate citizens our civil service, military forces, economy, and society writ large will need. As policymakers consider the important reforms proposed here, I hope they will do so with a mind toward these potential next steps.

I would like to thank the Task Force’s distinguished chairs, Condoleezza Rice and Joel Klein, for their leadership and commitment to this endeavor. This Task Force brought together a collection of exceptional individuals, each with very different backgrounds and opinions, to reach a consensus on an issue that is often controversial and always incites great passion. I am grateful to all of the Task Force members and observers for contributing their time and informed perspectives to produce this report.

I also invite readers to review the additional views written by several Task Force members that appear at the report’s conclusion. The report of an Independent Task Force is a document that represents the consensus among the group, and each signatory endorses the broad thrust of the policy recommendations. However, these additional views provide valuable insight into the breadth of the debate and demonstrate the complexity of the issues at hand.

My thanks also extend to Anya Schmemann, CFR’s Task Force Program director, without whose guidance this project would not have been possible. I would also like to thank Project Director Julia Levy, who wove together the many perspectives represented by this Task Force in a report that we hope helps generate a national conversation.

Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
March 2012
Under its Renewing America initiative, the Council on Foreign Relations has focused attention on the domestic sources of American strength and global leadership. Education is one of those core strengths—and its erosion will undermine the United States’ ability to lead.

When we as chairs convened this Task Force, we asked, Why is K-12 public school education a national security issue?

First, it is critical that children in the United States be prepared for futures in a globalized world. They must master essential reading, writing, math, and science skills, acquire foreign languages, learn about the world, and—importantly—understand America’s core institutions and values in order to be engaged in the community and in the international system.

Second, the United States must produce enough citizens with critical skills to fill the ranks of the Foreign Service, the intelligence community, and the armed forces. For the United States to maintain its military and diplomatic leadership role, it needs highly qualified and capable men and women to conduct its foreign affairs.

Third, the state of America’s education system has consequences for economic competitiveness and innovation. No country in the twenty-first century can be truly secure by military might alone. The dominant power of the twenty-first century will depend on human capital. The failure to produce that capital will undermine American security.

Finally, the United States cannot be two countries—one educated and one not, one employable and one not. Such a divide would undermine the country’s cohesion and confidence and America’s ability and willingness to lead. Opportunity and promise for all Americans are bedrock principles upon which this country was founded.

The United States is an exceptional nation in many ways. As a people, we are not held together by blood, nationality, ethnicity, or religion. The true American identity is born of the idea that it does not matter where
you came from; it only matters where you are going. And thus, solutions to education must be unique and foster the American identity among citizens. The circumstance in which this American ideal is no longer obtainable for a substantial part of the American population is unacceptable.

While recognizing the improvement efforts already in progress, this report details the above concerns and offers recommendations to build upon the American education system today. This is a clarion call to the nation, aiming to magnify the need for change. We feel strongly that the United States must continue to provide an education that allows our country to lead the international community. The nation cannot allow Americans to lose confidence or the country to turn inward, resulting in a lack of American leadership around the world.

American education is vital to sustaining the nation’s international leadership and competitiveness. And it is core to upholding the American ideals that our forefathers set out to establish in this democracy. We took on this project because we believe that the crucial question for our generation is whether the American Dream becomes the American memory on our watch. We believe and hope that the American Dream can still be sustained.

Joel I. Klein
Condoleezza Rice
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Introduction

Education has historically given all Americans—rich and poor, black and white—opportunity. It has allowed individuals to achieve their dreams, and it has fueled the continued innovation, growth, prosperity, and security of this nation. Today, however, as America’s young citizens are simultaneously confronted with growing economic inequalities and an increasingly global and competitive world, elementary and secondary (K-12) schools are failing to provide the promised opportunity. Measured against global standards, far too many U.S. schools are failing to teach students the academic skills and knowledge they need to compete and succeed. Many are also neglecting to teach civics, the glue that holds our society together.

This failure and its consequences are not theoretical; they are real and already having a noticeable impact on individual students, particularly the neediest students for whom education is the only “intervention” capable of putting them on track to a better life, as well as on U.S. competitiveness, readiness, and future prospects. In short, America’s failure to educate is affecting its national security. Consider the following points:

– **Despite sustained unemployment, employers are finding it difficult to hire Americans with necessary skills, and many expect this problem to intensify.** For example, 63 percent of life science and aerospace firms report shortages of qualified workers.¹ In the defense and aerospace industries, many executives fear this problem will accelerate in the coming decade as 60 percent of the existing workforce reaches retirement age.²

– **Most young people do not qualify for military service.** A recent study on military readiness found that 75 percent of U.S. citizens between the ages of seventeen and twenty-four are not qualified to join the military because they are physically unfit, have criminal records, or have inadequate levels of education.³ The 25 percent of students who drop
out of high school are unqualified to serve, as are the approximately 30 percent of high school graduates who do graduate but do not know enough math, science, and English to perform well on the mandatory Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery.4

The U.S. State Department and intelligence agencies are facing critical language shortfalls in areas of strategic interest. Fewer than half of State Department officers in language-designated positions in Iraq and Afghanistan met the department’s language requirements, for example, and shortfalls in strategically important languages such as Chinese, Dari, Korean, Russian, and Turkish are substantial.5

In many ways, the United States remains a global leader: its scholars win the most Nobel Prizes; its companies hold the most science and technology patents; and its armed services are, by many measures, the strongest in the world. However, no country in the twenty-first century can rest on its laurels or be truly secure by military might alone. Human capital will determine power in the current century, and the failure to produce that capital will undermine America’s security.

**TASK FORCE GOALS**

As part of its ninetieth anniversary, in 2011 the Council on Foreign Relations began focusing on America’s sources of domestic strength and leadership. Education is one of those core strengths, and it was clear to the Task Force from the beginning that its erosion would have a negative and sweeping impact on the country. Without mastery of core academic subjects, students are not prepared to collaborate, compete, or interact locally or globally. They are not prepared to create the innovations that drive economic growth or to fill critical positions in the Foreign Service, intelligence agencies, and the armed services. Educational failure puts the United States’ future economic prosperity, global position, and physical safety at risk. Leaving large swaths of the population unprepared also threatens to divide Americans and undermine the country’s cohesion, confidence, and ability to serve as a global leader.

CFR launched the Independent Task Force on U.S. Education Reform and National Security to draw attention to the problems in America’s K-12 schools, which the group argues constitute a very grave national security threat facing this country. The Task Force
members hope that by drawing attention to the undeniable—though often unconsidered—link between K-12 public education and national security, they will be able to recast old debates, spark new conversations, enlist new advocates, and catalyze national change. The group warns that mere tweaks to the status quo will not create the necessary transformation.

After elucidating the linkages between education and national security, exploring the current state of education in America and international comparisons, and identifying the core skills students need to learn, the Task Force proposes three overarching policy recommendations:

- **Implement educational expectations and assessments in subjects vital to protecting national security.** With the support of the federal government and industry partners, states should expand the Common Core State Standards, ensuring that students are mastering the skills and knowledge necessary to safeguard the country’s national security. Science, technology, and foreign languages are essential—as are creative problem-solving skills and civic awareness. Across America, and especially in underserved communities, it is essential that necessary resources accompany these enhanced standards to fuel successful implementation.

- **Make structural changes to provide students with good choices.** States and districts should stop locking disadvantaged students into failing schools without any options; this is bad for the students and bad for the United States as a whole. Enhanced choice and competition, in an environment of equitable resource allocation, will fuel the innovation necessary to transform results.

- **Launch a “national security readiness audit” to hold schools and policymakers accountable for results and to raise public awareness.** There should be a coordinated, national effort to assess whether students are learning the skills and knowledge necessary to safeguard America’s future security and prosperity. The results should be publicized to engage the American people in addressing problems and building on successes.

The Task Force believes that the United States’ most foundational strengths are its liberty, democracy, capitalism, equality of opportunity, and unique ability to generate innovation. Without a wide base of educated and capable citizens, these strengths will fade, and the United
States will lose its leading standing in the world. Urgent shifts in education policy are necessary to help the country hold onto its status as an educational, economic, military, and diplomatic global leader.
The Education Crisis Is a National Security Crisis

Why is education a national security issue? The Task Force members believe America’s educational failures pose five distinct threats to national security: threats to economic growth and competitiveness, U.S. physical safety, intellectual property, U.S. global awareness, and U.S. unity and cohesion. The Task Force does not deny America’s military might, but military might is no longer sufficient to guarantee security. Rather, national security today is closely linked with human capital, and the human capital of a nation is as strong or as weak as its public schools.

**ECONOMIC PROSPERITY AND INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS**

The U.S. education system is not adequately preparing Americans to meet the demands of the global workforce.

When the U.S. government first measured educational attainment in 1947, only about half of Americans graduated from high school, compared to about 75 percent today. In the mid-twentieth century, it was possible to build a meaningful career without completing high school. Today, this is not the case: the gaps in income and achievement between those with and those without college degrees are large and growing (see Figure 1), as are the educational opportunities available to the children of parents with and without education.

Economists and employers predict that in the coming years, a growing number of U.S. citizens will face unemployment because of disparities between the workforce’s education and skills and those needed by employers. Nobel Prize–winning economist Michael Spence recently explained that globalization is causing “growing disparities in income
and employment across the U.S. economy, with highly educated workers enjoying more opportunities and workers with less education facing declining employment prospects and stagnant incomes.\textsuperscript{8}

International competition and the globalization of labor markets and trade require much higher education and skills if Americans are to keep pace. Poorly educated and semi-skilled Americans cannot expect to effectively compete for jobs against fellow U.S. citizens or global peers, and are left unable to fully participate in and contribute to society. This is particularly true as educational attainment and skills advance rapidly in emerging nations.

A highly educated workforce increases economic productivity and growth. This growth is necessary to finance everything else that makes the United States a desired place to live and a model for other countries.

The opportunity of obtaining a top-rate education has historically attracted many immigrants to the United States from around the world. In turn, immigrant populations have contributed greatly to economic and social development in the United States. As a 2009 CFR-sponsored

\textit{Figure 1. Median Annual Earnings (in Constant 2009 Dollars)}
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Independent Task Force report on U.S. Immigration Policy noted, “One of the central reasons the United States achieved and has been able to retain its position of global leadership is that it is constantly replenishing its pool of talent, not just with the ablest and hardest working from inside its borders, but with the best from around the world.”

Too many schools have failed to provide young citizens with the tools they need to contribute to U.S. competitiveness. This, coupled with an immigration system in need of reform, poses real threats to the prospects of citizens, constrains the growth of the U.S. talent pool, and limits innovation and economic competitiveness.

THE COUNTRY’S PHYSICAL SAFETY

The U.S. educational system is not adequately preparing its citizens to protect America or its national interests.

To protect national security, the United States needs to maintain a robust military; yet currently, by the Department of Defense’s measures, 75 percent of American young people are not qualified to join the armed services because of a failure to graduate from high school, physical obstacles (such as obesity), or criminal records. Schools are not directly responsible for obesity and crime, but the lack of academic preparation is troubling: among recent high school graduates who are eligible to apply, 30 percent score too low on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery to be recruited. The military aims to recruit high school graduates who score high on the aptitude battery because graduating from high school and performing well on the battery, which assesses students’ verbal, math, science, and technical knowledge, predict whether recruits will succeed in the service.

As with other measures of U.S. preparedness, there is a large racial achievement gap on the Armed Services Vocational Battery: one study found that African-American applicants are twice as likely to test ineligible on the battery as white applicants. Similarly, 66 percent of applicants, including 86 percent of African-American applicants and 79 percent of Hispanic applicants, do not score well enough on the General Technical Exam to qualify for the U.S. Special Forces.

U.S. schools are also failing to prepare enough scientists, mathematicians, and engineers to staff the military, intelligence agencies, and other
government-run national security offices, as well as the aerospace and defense industries. Today, less than a third of American students graduate with a first university degree in any science or engineering field. More than half of these students have studied social or behavioral sciences; only 4.5 percent of U.S. college students, overall, graduate with degrees in engineering. In China, by comparison, more than half of college students receive their first university degree in science or engineering. Six percent study social and behavioral sciences, and 33 percent graduate with a degree in engineering. At the graduate level in the United States, about one-third of science and engineering students are foreign nationals. Foreign students earn 57 percent of engineering doctorates in the United States, 54 percent of computer science degrees, and 51 percent of physics doctoral degrees. Only a minority of these students can obtain visas to remain in the United States after graduation. Fewer still are eligible for the U.S. security clearances needed to work in many defense-sector jobs.

These factors make it harder for defense-related employers, both governmental and private sector, to find qualified candidates, leaving jobs unfilled. The shortage of skilled human capital both inflates personnel costs and strains the military’s ability to develop and deploy technologies that can deter sophisticated adversaries.

Educational deficiencies put defense and intelligence agencies under unnecessary pressure. Here are two real-world examples:

- Many U.S. generals caution that too many new enlistees cannot read training manuals for technologically sophisticated equipment. A former head of the Army’s Training and Doctrine Command said that the lack of fully qualified young people was “an imminent and menacing threat to our national security.”

- An after-action report from a U.S. military intelligence headquarters in Iraq found that, of a staff of 250, only “four or five personnel were capable analysts with an aptitude to put pieces together to form a conclusion.” The report continued, “In general, neither enlisted nor officer personnel were adequately trained to be effective analysts in a COIN (counterinsurgency) environment.” This deficiency means the national security community must pay more to attract qualified candidates or devote scarce resources to remedial training.
The Education Crisis Is a National Security Crisis

Classified Information and Intellectual Property

Cyber espionage against government and business information systems is a troubling reality and an increasing threat. The United States’ adversaries are actively trying to infiltrate government and corporate networks to obtain valuable commercial and security data and information. The director of National Intelligence (DNI) reported recently that the volume of malicious software tripled between 2009 and early 2011.

In testimony before the House Committee on Energy and Commerce’s subcommittee on oversight and investigations, then director of information security issues for the Government Accountability Office (GAO) Gregory Wilshusen said that criminals, hackers, disgruntled employees, hostile nations, and terrorists all pose real threats. He said, “the threats to information systems are evolving and growing, and systems supporting our nation’s critical infrastructure are not sufficiently protected to consistently thwart the threats.”

The United States is arguably unprepared to mount a strong defense against this type of attack, partly because there are not enough people with the kind of technological expertise needed to do so. The chief information security officer at one of America’s largest defense contracting firms told the Task Force in an interview, “The biggest challenge is the lack of qualified information security professionals. Without the right people, more technology will not do much good.”

U.S. Global Awareness

The lack of language skills and civic and global awareness among American citizens increasingly jeopardizes their ability to interact with local and global peers or participate meaningfully in business, diplomatic, and military situations.

The United States is not producing enough foreign-language speakers to staff important posts in the U.S. Foreign Service, the intelligence community, and American companies. A GAO report found that the State Department faces “foreign language shortfalls in areas of strategic interest.” In Afghanistan, the report found, thirty-three
of forty-five officers in language-designated positions did not meet the State Department’s language requirements. In Iraq, eight of fourteen officers did not have the necessary skills. Shortages in such languages as Dari, Korean, Russian, Turkish, Chinese languages, and others are substantial. This leaves the United States crippled in its ability to communicate effectively with others in diplomatic, military, intelligence, and business contexts.

Too many Americans are also deficient in both global awareness and knowledge of their own country’s history and values. An understanding of history, politics, culture, and traditions is important to citizenship and is essential for understanding America’s allies and its adversaries.

A failure to learn about global cultures has serious consequences: a recent report by the U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences asserted that “cultural learning” and “cultural agility” are critical skills in the military. What the authors call cross-cultural competence allows soldiers to correctly read and assess situations they encounter. It also gives them the tools they need to respond effectively and in line with the norms of the local culture. Finally, it helps them anticipate and respond to resistances or challenges that arise.

“Our forces must have the ability to effectively communicate with and understand the cultures of coalition forces, international partners, and local populations,” U.S. secretary of defense Leon Panetta wrote in an August 2011 memo. “[The Department of Defense] has made progress in establishing a foundation for these capabilities, but we need to do more to meet current and future demands.”

**THE UNITED STATES’ SENSE OF UNITY AND COHESION**

In a broader sense, the growing gap between the educated and the undereducated is creating a widening chasm that divides Americans and has the potential to tear at the fabric of society. As problems within the American education system have worsened, mobility that was possible in previous generations has waned. For the first time, most Americans think it is unlikely that today’s youth will have a better life than their parents. With wider income inequality and an increase in poverty, young people born to poor parents are now less likely to perform
well in school and graduate from college than their better-off peers, and they are increasingly less likely to rise out of poverty.27

This trend not only causes the American Dream to appear out of reach to more citizens but also breeds isolationism and fear. The Task Force fears that this trend could cause the United States to turn inward and become less capable of being a stabilizing force in the world, which it has been since the mid-twentieth century.

In short, unequal educational opportunities and the resulting achievement gap have a direct impact on national security. Large, undereducated swaths of the population damage the ability of the United States to physically defend itself, protect its secure information, conduct diplomacy, and grow its economy. The unrelenting gap separating peers from peers also renders the American Dream off limits to many young people. Task Force members fear this inequality may have a long-term effect on U.S. culture and civil society.
The Task Force believes that a strong K-12 education is not only critical for individuals to succeed in life, but also fundamental in determining whether the United States can defend itself, project its power, and thrive in a global economic environment.

Task Force members consider certain, specific skills essential to U.S. security and are adamant that all young citizens need a strong academic foundation in literacy and numeracy, as well as a sense of global awareness and a strong understanding of their nation’s democratic values and practices. Thus, the Task Force worked to understand how well the K-12 system is preparing young Americans to be ready to help promote technological advancement, innovation, and economic, military, and diplomatic strength.

WHERE IS AMERICA IN TERMS OF ACHIEVEMENT AND INVESTMENT?

The United States has many excellent elementary and secondary schools, but, on the whole, too many schools are falling short in achieving their basic objectives:

– They are not adequately preparing students for citizenship.
– They are not equipping the majority of students to effectively participate in an increasingly fast-paced and interdependent global society.
– They are not producing a sufficiently skilled military or workforce.

Too often, resources and expertise are not distributed equitably, leaving the students who face the greatest academic hurdles with fewer resources and more underprepared teachers and principals. Many American students—urban and suburban, rich and poor, black
and white—suffer because of inadequate schooling, but the problems in American education are hurting minority and economically disadvantaged students the most. As a result, U.S. students have not been adequately competing with students in other developed countries.

The long-term trends in education are all the more disappointing because policymakers over the past three decades have been increasingly aware of the K-12 problems, have poured more and more resources into education, and have implemented scores of initiatives and programs intended to improve educational attainment. Selective improvements, innovations, and breakthrough transformations are not in question, but these advances have been overwhelmed by a “silver bullet” mentality of reform, a failure to follow through on implementation, and the ingrained and persistent weaknesses in U.S. elementary and secondary schools.

**NECESSARY SKILLS FOR COMMUNITY AND INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT**

One of the earliest goals of the first public schools was to create an active and engaged citizenry. Too many U.S. public schools have stopped teaching civics and citizenship—leaving students without knowledge of their own national history, traditions, and values. Schools have also largely failed to help students become aware of other cultures or the world. This leaves students unprepared to exercise basic rights or fulfill core responsibilities.

In civics, about a quarter of American students are proficient or better on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). This leaves most twelfth graders unable to describe how laws are passed, unfamiliar with landmark Supreme Court decisions, and unsure of the functions of the U.S. Constitution or the Bill of Rights (Figure 2).

Not only do American children know little about their own country, they also cannot understand or communicate with their global peers. Largely as a result of immigration, nearly four hundred languages are spoken within the United States. However, roughly eight in ten Americans speak only English, and a decreasing number of schools are teaching foreign languages. This failure to teach foreign languages (and a parallel failure to take advantage of the native language skills of immigrants) disadvantages Americans with respect to citizens of other countries, many of whom speak more than one language. For example,
more than 35 percent of Canadians and 56 percent of Europeans speak more than one language.32

The Task Force does not necessarily believe that every U.S. student should be reading Chinese; indeed, too many are not reading English well enough. However, the group is troubled by the language deficit, and fears that it will prevent U.S. citizens from participating and competing meaningfully, whether in business or diplomatic situations. It will also have a negative impact on government agencies and corporations attempting to hire people knowledgeable about other countries or fluent in foreign languages.

**READING, MATH, AND SCIENCE**

Students who score “basic” on the NAEP have achieved only “partial mastery of prerequisite knowledge and skills.” Students who score “proficient” have “demonstrated competency” over the knowledge and skills tested.33 According to these nationally established cut points, about one-third of U.S. elementary and middle school students are demonstrating competency (or better) on national reading, math, and science.
exams (Figure 3). This means that far too few students will be prepared to succeed in college or the workforce. Many students are growing up deficient in vital math skills, including knowledge of number properties and operations, measurement, geometry, data analysis, statistics, probability, and algebra. They cannot recall, interpret, critique, or evaluate texts. They are unable to identify or use scientific principles in physical, life, or earth and space sciences, and they have failed to grasp science essentials such as the scientific method and inquiry-based learning.

There have been some recent gains in math achievement at the elementary and middle school levels, but reading performance has been persistently flat. Despite recent advances, the average level of achievement among U.S. students has been problematically low for a long time, as demonstrated in Figure 4.

Low averages obscure deep and persistent resource and achievement gaps that separate poor students from rich students and black and Hispanic students from white and Asian students. These gaps have remained too wide, despite efforts and additional resources directed at helping students catch up.

Gaps also separate U.S. states from one another, some routinely out-educating others. In almost any assessment of performance—math, reading, science, or the number of students graduating from high school on time—the map of the United States consistently shows the same pattern of over- and under-performance (Figure 5). This means that students growing up in California or Nevada, for example, cannot expect the same quality of education as their counterparts in Massachusetts or Montana.

The differences in educational standards and opportunities across the United States put students who were simply born in the “wrong” neighborhood or state at a significant disadvantage, and leaves those states—and, by extension, the country—at a disadvantage. The Task Force acknowledges concerns about the proper role of the federal government in K-12 education. The system garners considerable strength from the primary role of states and localities. But clearly there cannot be different standards and expectations for students or educators in today’s world of labor and geographic mobility. The United States is a single country and every child here must have an equal chance at excellence.

Beyond the danger of creating massive disparity in educational attainment, these differences between districts and between states have another troubling effect: students who move frequently—such as the
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more than one million children of military families—cannot expect to pick up at new schools where they left off. This is a recruiting and retention problem for the armed services: the parents of school-age children will be hesitant to serve if their children’s education will be at risk. This problem must be addressed. It is worth noting that schools run by the Department of Defense outperform other schools, especially for minority students. However, these schools currently serve only 8 percent of the military-connected children in the United States.

**GRADUATION RATES**

Not surprisingly, the challenges that students confront in the early grades persist when they enter high school: they are unprepared, they struggle in their courses, and they begin skipping school. This pattern often precedes dropping out of high school. Nationwide, about 75 percent of U.S. students graduate from high school in four years. As with results in core academic subjects, achievement gaps in the graduation rate are wide. States’ graduation standards—as well as states’ success in graduating students—also vary widely (Figure 6).

Evidence is mounting that K-12 schools are not adequately preparing students who do graduate from high school for college or work. Estimates of college readiness of U.S. high school graduates are disquieting. One recent report by the ACT, the not-for-profit testing organization, found that only 22 percent of tested high school students in the United States met “college-ready” standards in English, mathematics, reading, and science. The same study found that only 3 percent of African-American students met these standards. Even among those headed to college, only 43 percent met college-ready standards. According to the Department of Education, 42 percent of students at two-year colleges and 39 percent of those at four-year colleges need to take remedial courses to attempt to relearn what they failed to master in high school.

A lack of preparation in the K-12 system matters: colleges typically cannot make up for what students fail to learn at the secondary level. Evidence is increasing that students who require remedial classes in college tend to struggle and drop out. One government study found that students who enroll in a remedial reading course are more than 41 percent more likely than their counterparts to eventually drop out.
Figure 6. States’ Public High School Graduation Rates (2008–2009)

Failing to complete high school has a range of frightening consequences for students and society: dropouts are more likely to be unemployed, live in poverty, and end up in jail. They earn about $20,000 less annually than graduates. Dropout rates are about three times as likely to be unemployed as college graduates and three times as likely to live in poverty as those who enroll in college. Nearly one in ten male high school dropouts is in jail or juvenile detention, compared with less than three in one hundred high school graduates and less than two in one thousand college graduates. These statistics represent real people—millions of people who leave school each year with limited prospects and limited ability to contribute to society, and who too often become burdens to the country.

**U.S. PERFORMANCE VERSUS INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE**

As the United States struggles to educate its youngest citizens, educational systems around the globe are steadily improving.

According to the results of the 2009 Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), an international assessment that measures the performance of fifteen-year-olds in reading, mathematics, and science every three years, U.S. students rank fourteenth in reading, twenty-fifth in math, and seventeenth in science among students in industrial countries. The results of the test, administered by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), show that since the exam was first administered in 1999, some European and Asian students have academically surpassed students in the United States. For example, Germany, Luxembourg, and Hungary were behind the United States in math on the 2000 PISA exam. In 2009, however, each outperformed the United States.

In 2009, when students in Shanghai, China, took the PISA for the first time, they outscored the average U.S. student in reading, math, and science. This might not be an apples-to-apples comparison, but U.S. secretary of education Arne Duncan called the results “a wake-up call.” He added, “I know skeptics will want to argue with the results, but we consider them to be accurate and reliable, and we have to see them as a challenge to get better. . . . We can quibble, or we can face the brutal truth that we’re being out-educated.”

The results of international exams do not show merely that the average U.S. student is falling behind; they also show that the top students
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United States</strong></td>
<td><strong>500</strong></td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>497</td>
<td><strong>United States</strong></td>
<td><strong>502</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>483</td>
<td><strong>United States</strong></td>
<td>487</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the United States would not be considered top students elsewhere in the world, particularly in mathematics. One recent report found that thirty countries have a higher percentage of advanced math students than the United States does. Only 6 percent of American students are advanced, against at least 20 percent in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea, and Finland. Another study found that even the top-performing U.S. state, Massachusetts, is not at the top of the international pack in math. Yet another found that students in wealthy U.S. public school districts would score in only about the fiftieth percentile in math relative to students in other developed nations. “If the city were Singapore,” the report found, “the average student in Beverly Hills would only be at the thirty-fourth percentile in math performance.”

College attainment is another way to assess U.S. educational performance relative to other nations over time. This is relevant for an analysis of the K-12 system because success in college is an extension of prior academic success at the primary and secondary levels. For decades, about 40 percent of Americans have graduated from two- or four-year colleges. This level used to be the highest in the world, but is no longer. The U.S. slippage in international rankings is best illustrated by examining college attainment by age cohort, as shown in the following series of charts.

In 2008, the percentage of Americans between the ages of fifty-five and sixty-four with a college degree was the largest percentage of any developed nation in that age cohort, according to the OECD (Figure 8). However, among those in the forty-five to fifty-four age cohort, the United States ranked third globally in 2008 (Figure 9).

For the youngest cohort measured, the international ranking is now tenth, as shown in Figure 10. These charts reflect the lack of progress in educational attainment in the United States as other countries are changing their practices and policies, making significant gains in the percentage of their citizens who graduate from college.

Some analysts blame the U.S. educational weakness on diversity, poverty, and governance. Although these factors may affect individual students or schools, an analysis from the OECD finds that they do not explain the poor U.S. international ranking. “The United States is not unique, at least not demographically or socio-economically,” the report found. It also held that many other countries have the same degree of diversity as the United States, but that socioeconomic disadvantages in the United States are more closely linked with poor academic performance than in other countries. Rates of childhood poverty are lower
FIGURE 8. COLLEGE ATTAINMENT OF AMERICANS AGES FIFTY-FIVE TO SIXTY-FOUR

**Figure 9. College Attainment of Americans Ages Forty-Five to Fifty-Four**

FIGURE 10. COLLEGE ATTAINMENT OF AMERICANS AGES TWENTY-FIVE TO THIRTY-FOUR

in many high-achieving countries. However, even privileged U.S. students are trailing in international comparisons in math achievement. For example, only 8 percent of white students and 10 percent of those whose parents went to college are advanced in math. Overall, U.S. educational outcomes are unacceptably low. The United States has known for a generation that its K-12 system is slipping, but reform efforts have not made a major impact, and the United States is continuing to underprepare its young people. It is essential that all Americans—even those in relatively high-performing school districts—acknowledge this trend and take steps to address it.

INVESTMENTS IN EDUCATION

As student progress has stagnated, the United States has invested progressively more in education. In the 1960–61 school year, per-pupil spending was less than $3,000 in 2008 dollars. In the 2007–2008 school year, per-pupil spending was $10,441, more than three times the earlier figure. (These numbers do not include the costs of the dramatically mounting prices of pensions and other postretirement benefits for teachers and other staff members.)

This increased spending has fueled growth in the education bureaucracy, growth of school-level programs and practices, and growth in the teacher workforce. The number of teachers in the United States has more than tripled since the 1950s, cutting the student-teacher ratio nearly in half. Some argue that the resulting class size reduction has benefited students, but many maintain that it has cost a great deal relative to its positive impact on student learning. Some of the additional spending on teachers is due to the growing costs of special education, but this does not explain all of the growth. According to the Department of Education, only about 20 percent of the teacher increase is due to the increase in special education teachers.

The tripling in inflation-adjusted spending per student suggests a misallocation of resources and a lack of productivity-enhancing innovations. Per-pupil investment in education in other countries, including in some that are now outperforming the United States, is below the U.S. level. Finland’s spending per student at the elementary level is about 30 percent less than that of the United States. Germany’s is 40 percent less, Poland’s 51 percent less. These trends are similar at the secondary level.
Recent studies that have inspected the connection between investments in education and student outcomes have found that while U.S. schools are spending more overall, the big picture is complicated. There are large differences in the levels of funding allocated to schools. This means that the resources dedicated to educating a student are different from school to school, district to district, and state to state. Unlike some of its high-performing peers, the United States spends less to educate needy students than it does to educate well-off students. The United States also fails to track how efficiently and effectively it is employing its educational resources. One recent study found that “low productivity” in educational spending costs the United States $175 billion a year, 1 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP).\(^7\) Further, the study found that unless there were new checks on the effectiveness of school spending, more spending would not necessarily improve student outcomes.\(^7\) Given the magnitude of the challenge and past national investments at times of national security crises—from World War II to the terrorist attacks of September 11—increased spending on education may well be justifiable. However, more money alone is not the answer; education dollars must be spent wisely and efficiently, with real attention paid to eliminating waste and allocating scarce dollars to the work that has the largest impact on student learning. Resources are too often allocated to schools and students who will not benefit from them at the expense of students who desperately need them. Frequently, it also seems that resources are allocated without sufficient scrutiny over what dollars are buying. Thus, the Task Force calls for greater accountability and transparency in education budgets.

**HOW ARE U.S. PUBLIC SCHOOLS ORGANIZED?**

The existing systems and structures of education in the United States are laden with bureaucracy and inefficiencies. While there have been efforts to promote reform, many are too short-lived to engender widespread improvements, and successful innovations in one school too rarely spur change in other schools. Over the years, repeated efforts to improve the system have been constrained by the inflexibility of the system and by the expectations of adults, who, over the course of recent decades, have grown accustomed to the status quo.
U.S. elementary and secondary schools are not organized to promote competition, choice, and innovation—the factors that catalyze success in other U.S. sectors. Many institutions have overlapping authority over public elementary and secondary schools: the federal and all fifty state departments of education, more than thirteen thousand local school boards, and a smattering of big-city mayors. This tradition of decentralized control traces back to the Tenth Amendment, which declares that “the powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively or to the people.”

Although certain laws and funding streams—such as those controlling special education, English language learners, and programs governing national accountability standards—emanate from Washington, most school governance is considered a state or local matter. In practice, three layers of government, as well as a range of nongovernmental influences such as unions, community groups, and parent organizations, play a role in almost everything that happens in each school.

“It is time to admit that public education operates like a planned economy,” the legendary teachers’ union leader Albert Shanker said in 1989. “It’s a bureaucratic system where everybody’s role is spelled out in advance, and there are few incentives for innovation and productivity. It’s no surprise when a school system does not improve. It more resembles a Communist economy than our own market economy.”

The system has rampant inequities: schools in richer neighborhoods are often better funded than schools in poorer neighborhoods. A recent analysis of educational economics found that because schools that serve needier students struggle to attract high-paid, experienced teachers, “Inside nearly every urban school district in the country, teachers are paid more to teach middle- or upper-class students than to teach high-poverty students.” A recent OECD report found that though the United States is not unique in its population of poor or immigrant students, it is one of only three developed countries that invest less in high-needs schools than in well-off schools.

The relative level and proportion of federal, state, and local dollars spent on education varies widely in a given school district, depending somewhat on local priorities, but mostly on local wealth, luck, and legacy. In Louisiana, for example, nearly 17 percent of education funds come
from the federal government, versus only 4 percent in New Jersey. But because the state and local governments of New Jersey invest more in education than those of Louisiana do, the per-pupil expenditure in New Jersey is nearly 60 percent more than that in Louisiana.

The wide variation in spending does not stop at the state or district level. Within a district, individual schools can receive different levels of resources than other schools that serve similar student populations. Not surprisingly, this variation in funding means that some schools can provide students with more services and better-paid, more experienced teachers than others.

**Lack of Innovation**

Innovation is widely understood to be the engine that keeps America running—and the factor that has led to its success over the centuries. In science, technology, retail, the arts, energy, and other sectors of the U.S. economy, it is easy to find examples of dynamic innovation: the light bulb, the Model T, Broadway musicals, Disney, jazz, the polio vaccine, Wal-Mart, the personal computer, the Internet, Starbucks, eBay, Netflix, Google, the Human Genome Project, the iPod, Facebook, and many others. Entrepreneurs around the world use and emulate these and other successful American models.

In education, it is hard to point to examples of successful and sweeping innovations that have changed the way schools are structured, the way teachers teach, and the way students learn. Given the innovation deficit in the public school system, it is perhaps not surprising that approximately 0.2 percent of U.S. K-12 educational spending is on research and development (R&D). This is dramatically lower than that of the military or of virtually any private company. Overall, R&D spending constitutes 2.82 percent of the U.S. GDP.

Of course, there have been some changes in recent years, but unfortunately the changes have not often had a dramatic impact on student outcomes. For example, by 2008, all public schools in the United States had at least one instructional computer with Internet access; the ratio of students to computers was about three to one. More than 90 percent also had projectors and digital cameras for instructional use, and more than 70 percent had interactive whiteboards. It seems clear that technology has the power to help students learn in new ways, to assess more rigorously how much students are learning, and to help teachers
tailor instruction to students’ individual learning needs. But technology is largely still being used to advance old-style teaching and learning with old-fashioned uses of human capital. That is, computers and digital technology have thus far not been used innovatively to change the way the United States educates its students, but instead simply to reinforce past practices.

**HUMAN CAPITAL**

About 80 percent of resources in education fund human capital—teachers, principals, and administrators—but these resources are arguably not allocated as wisely as possible. For example, educators are routinely treated uniformly, as if the most and the least effective are identical in value. In New York City, for example, a teacher with ten years of experience who has earned a master’s degree earns $75,937 a year regardless of performance and regardless of whether he or she is teaching math, science, or physical education. Though there are political debates about how to properly train and compensate teachers, it seems clear that the United States is failing to effectively attract, train, develop, and retain and adequately compensate educators. The reluctance to embrace new ideas in human capital management—such as teacher performance incentives—places high costs on the educational system, dampens innovation, and increases the turnover rate among the best educators. In the end, students are the biggest losers, but teachers suffer as well.

Teachers’ and principals’ importance is both intuitively obvious and proven by countless studies and reports. Because educators can have such a profound impact, ensuring that students have the best possible teachers and principals should be a top priority. Unfortunately, evidence is abundant that the United States does not do enough to make sure that schools are stocked with top-notch educators. As a result, unqualified teachers are teaching too many students. Explanations for this troubling shortage of highly skilled educators are numerous:

– Education is not seen as a prestigious profession. In surveys, college students say teaching is less prestigious, less of a challenge, and has fewer high-quality coworkers than other fields.

– The United States is recruiting most of its teachers from the bottom two-thirds of college classes, whereas top-performing countries are pulling from the top third.
Well-educated women have more career options today and are not as likely to go into teaching as they were in past decades.89

The United States is not doing a good enough job of training new teachers for the job or professionally developing them once they are hired. Most states and districts also fail to provide teachers with any performance-based incentives.

Most U.S. school districts grant tenure to teachers and principals after a few years with little attention to quality. Only a tiny proportion of new teachers are asked to leave in the first few “probationary” years.90 Tenure exists in many other countries with higher-performing schools, but, coupled with the training and pipeline problems, poses real problems in the United States.

The U.S. approach to teacher talent differs from that of other countries with more success in attracting and retaining high-performing teachers. It sets the bar lower for people to enter the profession and then invests less in teachers, starting with their training and continuing throughout their careers. For example, in South Korea, teaching is seen as an important and honorable career: teachers are selected from the top 5 percent of students to be trained in competitive training universities, and their pay is similar to that of doctors and engineers (and they typically teach larger classes of students than American teachers).91 In Finland, another high-performing country, teachers are paid similarly to U.S. teachers, but, as in South Korea, the selection and training process is rigorous.92

Trends exist in top-performing countries. According to the OECD, these countries have adopted the following important human capital strategies:93

- **Change the pipeline of people** coming into the profession by raising entrance standards to teacher training schools.
- **Improve the quality of teacher training** so that trainees master the subjects they will teach, spend more time in clinical settings, and learn how to quickly diagnose and address students’ problems.
- **Improve teacher quality once teachers are in classrooms**, through mentorship and sharing of best practices and constant feedback from peers.

Given the clear significance of teachers on student outcomes, it is imperative that schools and districts seriously rethink the teacher pipeline, training, development, and practice. Teachers work in individual
classrooms, but they collectively have a profound impact on the readiness and character of the next generation.

CURRENT POLICIES AND REFORM EFFORTS

NATIONAL POLICY

Concerns about poor educational performance have mounted in recent decades, leading to a series of high-profile reform efforts. In the late 1980s, President George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton, then governor of Arkansas, held a National Education Summit, at which the fifty governors aimed to agree on national education goals. The group adopted targets that it planned to meet by the year 2000; the goals included increasing the high school graduation rate to 90 percent, improving the quality of teachers, and making U.S. students first place worldwide in math and science. Unfortunately, the policies needed to achieve these goals were never put into place.

Later, the Clinton administration enacted the Goals 2000: Educate America Act, which gave states support so that they could develop learning standards and help students achieve those standards. The George W. Bush administration subsequently worked with Democratic and Republican leaders in Congress to enact and implement No Child Left Behind (NCLB), which mandated stricter accountability and transparency in education. This marked the first time that states were required to measure student results and make them publicly available. When Congress did not agree to restructure and reauthorize NCLB, the Obama administration began granting NCLB waivers to states in exchange for their agreeing to education reform. The U.S. Department of Education emphasizes that to gain the flexibility the waivers provide, states must agree to raise standards, improve accountability, and make reforms to improve teacher effectiveness.

The Obama administration is seeking to shift the federal role so that the Department of Education does more to support innovation in states, districts, and communities, using competitive funding to motivate change. Some of the administration’s main initiatives are Race to the Top, the Investing in Innovation Fund (i3), and School Improvement Grants. Race to the Top is a national competition in which a $4.35 billion pool of federal funds is allocated to select states that design and implement reforms to one or more of the following activities:
– adopting standards and assessments that prepare students for college and careers
– building data systems that measure student growth and success and inform teachers and principals about how to improve instruction
– recruiting, developing, rewarding, and retaining effective teachers and principals
– turning around the lowest-achieving schools

Race to the Top has pushed state and local education authorities to make some changes addressing accountability, choice, parent involvement, and more.

The federal government plays an important role in encouraging and rewarding positive change, but it is constrained in what it can do. In many cases, taking the brave steps required to transform the status quo is up to the states and individual school districts.

STATE-LED CHANGE EFFORT: THE COMMON CORE

For decades, each U.S. state and many cities set unique standards. The patchwork of learning standards and curricula is a prime example of the United States’ failure to provide a strong, uniform K-12 education to all children.

Recently, state governors wisely recognized that U.S. high school graduates were unprepared for the academic demands of college, and that educators needed to prepare today’s students to compete against people across the United States and around the globe. The governors, prodded by the “carrot” of increased funding provided by the Obama administration’s Race to the Top initiative, collaborated to create the Common Core State Standards, a set of shared math and literacy standards—based on assessments of needed skills and knowledge—that have now been adopted by all but five states.94 This extraordinary achievement is unprecedented in U.S. history. The standards are set to be rolled out in the 2014–2015 school year.

The Common Core is benchmarked to international standards and establishes a “staircase” of increasing complexity for elementary and secondary students. The hope is that, each year, students will build on what they have mastered in the previous year so that they graduate ready for college, careers, or military service. The Common Core is not
a prescribed curriculum, but rather a set of shared expectations for what students will learn and be able to do. It teaches fewer concepts in each grade but promotes a deeper mastery of the included topics—those that evidence shows matter most in preparing for college and careers.

In literacy, the standards place a greater emphasis on students’ ability to read, understand, and summarize informational texts than previous state standards. In recent history, U.S. elementary students have spent most of their time reading narrative fiction. The new standards aim to build knowledge from an early age by requiring that 50 percent of students’ time between kindergarten and the fifth grade be spent reading informational texts. In addition, the standards place a greater emphasis on evidence-based writing. From the sixth grade onward, the standards will require students to analyze sources and develop conclusions in their essays, as opposed to writing only narratives or personal opinion essays. The new standards require that 80 percent of what high school students produce be written with the intent “to write to inform and to write to argue.”

In mathematics, the standards replace an approach that has been wide but shallow. American students study more topics each year but master fewer mathematical concepts than their peers in high-performing countries. The Common Core, in contrast, gives teachers more time to teach, and gives students the ability to practice more and learn in a rigorous way.

A recent study that surveyed college instructors found that the Common Core standards are rigorous enough to give students the skills and knowledge they need to succeed in college-level math and English language arts (ELA) courses. However, questions remain about how the states will implement the standards. Some estimates find that teachers will have to make major changes in their practices to meet the new standards. Costs are of course associated with training teachers and publishing new materials, and the initiative faces political challenges from those skeptical about educational consistency across states.

Nevertheless, if this initiative succeeds, it will be the first time in U.S. history that expectations for learning are commonly understood across the United States, and that all students in the country will have the hope of learning what they need to know to succeed in college and jobs on graduation from high school. It seems clear that in order for this effort to work, it is important to invest in implementation, not just in the standards themselves. The expectations for what students must learn under
the new Common Core are different from today’s curricula, and it will be important to help current educators learn how to align their practices with the new expectations.

**OTHER IMPORTANT RECENT REFORM EFFORTS**

In individual cities and districts across America, other education reform efforts have been numerous, and they have had varying levels of success. The following section highlights select prominent reform efforts:

**Improving the Quality of Educators and Leadership**

Many recent efforts have worked to mold strong educational leadership. Several states, along with some pioneering districts and universities, have created leadership development programs that have improved training and mentoring for school leaders and have demonstrated their ability to raise student achievement. In addition, many leadership development efforts have also been generated outside government. For example, the Broad Superintendents Academy works to train experienced leaders from business, education, military, government, and nonprofits to take charge of the United States’ large school districts. New Leaders for New Schools seeks to train the next generation of principals.

Teach for America (TFA) sends thousands of the strongest graduates from America’s top universities to teach in some of the United States’ lowest-income communities for at least two years. TFA’s goal is to motivate its teachers to take up the causes of educational excellence and equity throughout their lives, from either inside or outside the system. TFA’s ability to recruit more top college graduates than any other organization or business in the country is a cause for optimism.

Though these initiatives still represent only a small portion of all teachers and school leaders across the United States, they signal possibilities for how the system can tap and develop talent if it is more clearly focused on doing so in the future. The Task Force is encouraged that some of these leadership-focused reforms have helped create a new crop of educators and leaders who have taken charge of many classrooms and major school systems.

**Prioritizing Accountability**

Tracking results and holding schools accountable for student outcomes has been a central focus of education reform, particularly since the No
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Child Left Behind Act became law in 2002. Despite significant progress in education accountability, a great deal of inconsistency remains in the quality of assessments and other metrics, and in what information is tracked, analyzed, and made publicly available. Some states, such as Florida, have implemented far-reaching policies to help parents understand how well their local schools are performing, but the usefulness of this effort is somewhat ambiguous because of questions about metric quality, and this level of transparency and public outreach is far from the national norm.

Consequences for failure are also inconsistent. Some districts and states ignore persistent school failure. Some seek to diagnose the problems and develop school improvement plans in response. Others have strict rules that force failing schools to restructure or shut down. Still others have what look like development plans or strict rules that are not applied uniformly. Recently, there has been evidence that restructuring failing high schools in New York City has helped engender positive change, but the policies that New York implemented are not yet in wide national use. It seems clear that it is important to use information about which schools, programs, teachers, and principals are effective and which are not to inform decision-making and drive school improvement efforts.

Providing Better Choices to Families

In the past decade, school districts and community-based school reformers have tried to give parents the flexibility to choose the school best suited to their children. The idea is that this allows schools to innovate, introducing new ideas and new competitive forces into school systems and allowing families to consider the best fit for their children.

Public school choice has been available in some districts, such as Cambridge, Massachusetts, and San Francisco, California, for more than twenty years. Magnet schools have offered choices to families in many more cities since the 1970s. Charter schools are a relatively new addition to district choice options. Charters are public schools that receive public money but are not subject to some of the rules and statutes that apply to other public schools. In return for flexibility, charters are supposed to be held accountable for student performance. If they fail to meet expectations, they lose their charters and are forced to shut down. Traditional public schools, on the other hand, can typically continue operating indefinitely regardless of performance.
Some charter schools have better results than others, but the best-performing ones (which are typically in states with the best charter laws) show that disadvantaged students and those with high needs can learn in the right environments. Though research is ongoing, a comprehensive new study analyzing previous charter school research found that there is “ample evidence” that charter elementary schools outperform traditional public schools in both reading and math, and that charter middle schools tend to outperform in math.\textsuperscript{98} Another study found that the Knowledge is Power Program (KIPP) schools have a “very positive” influence on reading and math achievement. Researchers have shown that a KIPP school would move a student from the fiftieth percentile to the fifty-fourth percentile in reading and the fifty-ninth percentile in math in just one year.\textsuperscript{99}

An encouraging large-scale example of the potential impact of charter schools is post-Katrina New Orleans. Though there is still a long way to go and some analysts disagree on the details, the city has made dramatic structural and leadership changes that have resulted in large performance gains: from 2006–2007, the school year after the storm, to 2009–2010, public schools in New Orleans gained an average of nearly twenty points on the state exams, versus a statewide average gain of 6.5 points.\textsuperscript{100} Other districts have shown gains primarily by improving district-run schools that offer choices, including those with special governance arrangements, such as Boston’s Pilot Schools. San Diego has embraced a decentralized model under which schools innovate and implement reforms and then share best practices. As a result, student performance on the NAEP Trial Urban District Assessment improved significantly in both of these cities between 2003 and 2009.

These examples counter the long-held view that being born without money or other advantages is an insurmountable obstacle to student success.
The Skills and Knowledge Needed for Tomorrow

It is apparent to the Task Force that U.S. students are not developing the knowledge and skills they need to contribute to America’s future economic growth or security.  

The federal government predicts the U.S. economy will add more than 20.5 million jobs between 2010 and 2020, an increase of more than 14.3 percent. Most of the jobs will demand more than a high school diploma. Based on Bureau of Labor statistics, a report by the Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce found that the U.S. economy would create 46.8 million new and “replacement” jobs by 2018, 63 percent of which will require some college education.  

“The implications of this shift represent a sea of change in American society,” the Georgetown report warns. “Essentially, postsecondary education or training has become the threshold requirement for access to middle-class status and earnings in good times and bad. It is no longer the preferred pathway to middle-class jobs—it is, increasingly, the only pathway.” The report finds that the number of degrees conferred in the United States each year would have to increase by 10 percent for American schools to meet these new demands.

Mismatch Between Training and Jobs

The mismatch between the jobs that American students are preparing for and jobs that are available or projected to grow is increasing. Not surprisingly, a lack of education is a primary driver of the discrepancy.  

One recent report estimated nearly 6 million more high school dropouts in 2020 than jobs available for dropouts. It predicted a shortfall of up to 1.5 million workers with bachelor’s degrees or higher in 2020. It also found that students are failing to pursue studies that will prepare them for the fastest-growing fields, including science, technology, engineering, and math.
A report by the Business Roundtable reaches similar conclusions.\textsuperscript{107} It found in a recent survey that more than 60 percent of U.S. employers are having difficulties finding qualified workers to fill vacancies at their companies.\textsuperscript{108} Another survey found that 64 percent of companies are already struggling to hire qualified candidates with experience in management, science, and computer engineering.\textsuperscript{109}

Still another recent survey found that more than half of the business leaders surveyed said they face a challenge in recruiting nonmanagerial employees with sufficient skills training and education, despite high unemployment. This need was magnified at smaller firms, nearly 70 percent of which reported having difficulty finding employees with the required skills.\textsuperscript{110}

**HIGH-DEMAND SKILLS**

In recent decades, leaders in government, business, and beyond have come to agree that long-term investments in education are necessary to address the growing mismatch between education and skills. The Task Force agrees with this assessment. The question, then, is the specific areas that make sense for additional investment.

In surveys and interviews, most employers say the skills that are in high demand today are the same skills that students were supposed to be learning in school fifty or one hundred years ago: the ability to write and speak clearly and persuasively, the ability to solve problems and think critically, and the ability to work both independently and on teams. The difference today is that more skilled workers are needed than in the past.

In the past decade, a range of education and business groups have established frameworks for what students need to learn today; these frameworks tend to be broad and combine a mix of “old-fashioned” skills and knowledge, such as numeracy and literacy, with “twenty-first-century” skills, such as using digital tools to research and solve problems.

The Partnership for 21st Century Skills, for example, has called for focus in six areas:\textsuperscript{111}

\begin{itemize}
  \item the traditional core academic subjects
  \item twenty-first-century content, including global, financial, and environmental awareness
\end{itemize}
– learning and thinking skills, including creativity, critical thinking, problem solving, communication, and collaboration
– information and communications technology skills
– life and career skills, including time management, group work, and leadership
– twenty-first-century assessments that accurately measure the other five skills

Other frameworks are similar, but sometimes place additional emphasis on different skills, such as specific technology capabilities or the ability to work autonomously.112 The Task Force believes that the existing frameworks serve an important purpose in highlighting the importance of education in preparing young people to take on important challenges, but it worries that some of the frameworks are too broad and vague and leave room for some critical skills and knowledge necessary to protect U.S. security from slipping through the cracks.
The failure of U.S. K-12 schools to prepare young Americans with essential skills and knowledge puts this nation’s economic growth and competitiveness, physical security, information security, and national character at risk. Companies are left struggling to find talent within the United States and are forced to search outside this country’s borders, the military is left without trained technicians, the State Department is left without diplomats fluent in essential languages, and persistent achievement gaps are placing the American Dream out of reach for millions of Americans.

Government, business, and community leaders should take immediate action to address this threat. Disregarding the crisis, delaying action, or ignoring the mounting negative impact that the state of schools is having on U.S. national security would exacerbate the existing problems and further jeopardize the United States’ standing in the world and its future prospects as a global leader.

The Task Force members agreed that the group’s prescriptions should build on America’s democratic values, inherent capabilities, and experiences. Policy recommendations should respect the tradition of local control in education, but must also recognize the importance of high expectations and consistency of skills and knowledge across the country.

The Task Force sets forth three central recommendations:

– Implement educational expectations in subjects vital to protecting national security. The states should expand the Common Core State Standards, ensuring that students are learning the skills and knowledge necessary to safeguard the country’s national security. Science, technology, and foreign languages are essential—as are creative problem-solving skills and civic awareness. It is essential that necessary resources accompany these enhanced standards to fuel successful implementation.
– Make structural changes to provide students with good choices. States and districts should stop locking disadvantaged students into failing schools without any options; this is bad for the students and bad for the United States as a whole. Enhanced choice and competition, in an environment of equitable resource allocation, will fuel the innovation necessary to transform results.

– Launch a “national security readiness audit” to hold schools and policymakers accountable for results and to raise public awareness. At the heart of this recommendation is the creation of more meaningful assessments and simulations of student learning and, then, a coordinated, national effort to create targets and repercussions tied to the Common Core. A high-publicity public awareness campaign linked to the audit will engage the American people.

**IMPLEMENT MEANINGFUL EDUCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS IN SUBJECTS VITAL TO PROTECTING NATIONAL SECURITY**

The Task Force believes that the United States needs to build a stronger foundation of skills and knowledge among its citizens. Without high quality standards, assessments, and accountability, citizens’ life prospects are limited, and the United States’ economic, military, and diplomatic security is severely impaired.

**BUILD ON THE COMMON CORE**

Because states are the leading operators of U.S. education policy, state governments—the governors, legislators, and their appointees—hold the key to America’s national security. As state governors have demonstrated in recent years, they are in a position to lead.

The Task Force commends the governors who have come together to create Common Core State Standards for literacy and math, and it urges them to

– continue collaborating with each other, as well as with educators and leaders from industry, the military, and beyond, to reach consensus on a broader Common Core and an associated set of skills and knowledge that are essential to maintaining national security;
– develop an assessment strategy to ensure that student achievement is measured effectively; and
– develop an implementation and investment strategy to ensure that the standards are put in place.

**ESSENTIAL SKILLS FOR NATIONAL SECURITY**

*Science Expectations*
A seminal 1944 report to President Roosevelt, *Science, the Endless Frontier*, called on the United States to invest in science education and peacetime research and development to bolster and strengthen the nation. Today, the importance of science education to American national security is the same or even greater than it was in the 1940s.

The Task Force endorses the efforts of more than twenty states that are currently working to create ambitious, internationally benchmarked expectations in science, and urges the rest of the states to collaborate in the effort. Young people should start learning core scientific principles and methods in kindergarten so that, by the time they graduate from high school, they are able to understand and apply scientific principles.

*Technology Expectations*
Working with computers is not a skill of the future. Like science, it is decidedly a skill of today, which is fundamental to protecting U.S. physical security and secrets as well as to allowing U.S. businesses to innovate and grow.

Therefore, the Task Force urges governors to work with each other, as well as with educators and leaders in business and national security, to create shared, high expectations for the technology principles and skills that students should master, starting in the earliest grades. The Task Force recommends that technology expectations be thoroughly integrated with math, literacy, science, and foreign language curricula so that students learn how they might effectively apply technological skills in diverse and constantly evolving settings. Students should graduate from high school with technological dexterity; able to understand and work with hardware, software, and networks; and able to use technology to find and process information, fuel creation and creativity, and collaborate and communicate with others.
Foreign Language Expectations

Americans’ failure to learn strategic languages, coupled with a lack of formal instruction about the history and cultures of the rest of the world, limits U.S. citizens’ global awareness, cross-cultural competence, and ability to assess situations and respond appropriately in an increasingly interconnected world.

The Task Force does not argue that all U.S. children should begin studying strategic languages and cultures. However, the opportunity to learn these languages and about the people who speak them should be available to many students across the United States, and all students should have access to high-quality foreign language programs starting in the earliest grades. If all Americans grew up proficient in at least one language in addition to English, and if instruction about other countries’ histories and culture were built into the standard K-12 curriculum, young people would develop better understandings of world cultures and be better equipped to converse, collaborate, and compete with peers worldwide.

Therefore, the Task Force urges governors to collectively create expectations for language learning and world culture and history, which would boost the next generation’s cross-cultural competence and practical ability to communicate.

Thinking Creatively Beyond the Core

The 9/11 Commission highlighted four U.S. shortcomings that opened the door to the terrorist attacks. One of these was a failure of imagination on the part of U.S. security agencies. In 2001, the failure to spot and connect the dots was catastrophic for the United States. The Task Force believes that all young people—those who aim to work in national security and those who aim to work in corporations or not-for-profit organizations—must develop their imaginations from an early age. This is increasingly important as information becomes more and more abundant and as the world becomes more interconnected and complex.

The United States has traditionally led the world in patent applications, inventions, and innovation. The Task Force members believe that to retain this important competitive edge, lessons in creativity—whether in the arts or in creative analysis or imaginative problem solving, must begin in early elementary school. These vital skills should be incorporated into extracurricular programs as well as woven into
lessons of math, literacy, language, science, and technology and tested through interdisciplinary simulations.

The same goes for civics. As detailed in this report, students in the United States are not currently learning the basic rights and responsibilities of citizenship, which is leaving them both globally unaware and oblivious to the opportunities they have as U.S. citizens. The Task Force believes that this fundamental knowledge set should be integrated into students’ formal and informal instruction, starting in the earliest days of their educations.

MEANINGFUL ASSESSMENTS

The Task Force commends the two consortia—the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) and the SMARTER Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC)—that are working to develop assessments that are aligned to the new state standards.

However, the Task Force cautions test- and policymakers to ensure that new exams are both aligned with the new Core standards and more meaningful measures of student learning. It is not enough to test the new standards in old ways. It is essential that newly adopted assessments require students to demonstrate that they have grasped material and can apply it in the future. The Task Force strongly urges the adoption of more technologically advanced assessments that simulate real-world applications of skills and knowledge. Current assessment formats fall short and have unfortunate, unintended consequences on teaching and learning. While elements of current testing models, such as multiple choice and short essay exams, might still have a limited place, the United States should look both inward and outward at classic and emerging testing models that show real promise and then aggressively implement assessments that more appropriately track student outcomes.

FOCUS ON IMPLEMENTATION

The Task Force is aware that ensuring that effectively preparing students will take more than simply establishing high expectations; effectively implementing the plan is equally important, and implementation
requires substantial commitments of both effort and resources. State and district leaders should work to ensure that the schools that serve the neediest students receive their fair share of funding and their fair share of excellent teachers and school leaders who are capable of implementing the expanded Common Core to its full potential in the classroom. Changing the way resources are allocated is, of course, much easier to write than to do—but the Task Force does not see it as optional. Dollars and human capital must be allocated consciously and wisely in order to ensure that all students have access to the high quality, expanded Common Core that the Task Force is urging. The Task Force believes that though revamping expectations for students should be a state-led effort, a broader coalition—including the defense community, businesses leaders, the U.S. Department of Education, and others—also has a meaningful role to play in monitoring and supporting implementation and creating incentives to motivate states to adopt high expectations. To ensure smooth implementation of the expanded Common Core, the Task Force urges:

- The standards must be accompanied by different kinds of accountability systems, which use information to guide policy and practice, as well as more advanced assessments, mentioned above, which test essential skills like decision-making and problem solving. Better accountability and assessment systems will spur implementation by educators who are seeking professional success for themselves and academic success for their students.
- Because standards cannot teach themselves, governors, working with state and local education officials, must take steps to prepare current and future educators for the challenge. The U.S. Department of Education should create incentives to motivate governors and other state and local leaders to help existing teachers and principals prepare for, adopt, and implement the upgraded expectations for student learning. The U.S. Department of Education, working in conjunction with state, local, and higher education officials, should entice new teachers and principals into the profession with the expertise and skills necessary to effectively teach the new standards. To make this possible, universities should raise entrance standards and requirements for teacher training programs and districts should focus on educators’ effectiveness from the moment they are hired and throughout their careers.
– Standards should not be seen as permanent. They should be routinely evaluated and improved to ensure that the standards are ambitious and functional. The Defense Policy Board, which advises the secretary of defense, and other leaders from the public and private sectors should evaluate the learning standards of education in America and periodically assess whether what and how students are learning is sufficiently rigorous to protect the country’s national security interests. Changing the status quo and ensuring that America’s schools do not slip further behind is not a task for trained educators alone; it is a shared responsibility and must be elevated to the highest levels.

Although it is important that most states agree if higher expectations are to affect most U.S. students, governors should not be deterred if they are initially unable to reach agreement. If only 10 or 15 percent of states initially concur on expectations and exams, they should proceed with implementation. Other states will catch up later, following the example of the first movers. This said, the Task Force strongly encourages the states with large numbers of military families to implement the new expectations soon so that the children of service members, who must move every two years as their parents relocate to new bases, can have as consistent an educational experience as possible.114

MAKE STRUCTURAL CHANGES THAT EMPOWER EDUCATORS, FAMILIES, AND STUDENTS TO CHOOSE

Public education is an essential institution in America’s quest to provide equality of opportunity and to ensure that social and economic mobility are available to all children, regardless of circumstances. It is not hyperbole to say that a robust system of public schools is essential to U.S. democracy. The country’s history—even its recent history—provides inspiring stories of people who came from humble circumstances, attended public schools, and are now at the very top of the economic ladder and in leadership positions in all sectors of society.

Today the United States faces even greater pressures on social mobility, particularly from globalization and the technological revolution, which reward high skill levels and brutally punish those who fall
behind. The worrying trend toward growing socioeconomic inequality, noted throughout this report, has many causes. But one of the few interventions that the United States has and has always used to ensure social mobility is education. U.S. public schools thus shoulder, fairly or unfairly, even more responsibility for the country’s well-being today than in the past.

To address the need for intervention in the lives of today’s children, the Task Force supports giving parents a wider range of educational options and encouraging states and school districts to foster the school-level innovation that will lead to good options for families. Choice is especially important for poor parents, who are more likely to live in districts with underperforming schools. Within the public arena, mobility within a district (i.e., allowing children and families to select their schools), magnet schools, and charter schools can provide alternative educational opportunities for individual students. And as schools recognize that they must educate children effectively or lose students, they will be motivated to perform better. Coupled with necessary resources, well-prepared educators, and strong curricula, this motivation has the power to improve the quality of education.

Admittedly, it is too early to determine the full effect of school choice in systemic reform—but competition has a salutary effect in almost every other aspect of American life, including the United States’ well-regarded higher education system, and K-12 public schools should arguably be no different.

Most, but not all, members of the Task Force believe that choice should be extended to private K-12 alternatives. Obviously, the ideal situation is one in which every neighborhood’s school could provide high-quality education to all students, but this is not the world in which we live today. In reality, the United States already has a system in which parents can opt out of public education for their children. But because opting out is only possible for those with financial means, poor children are often trapped in failing schools. This is the worst form of inequality. Programs like the DC Opportunity Scholarships and other voucher programs help to level the playing field in this regard and ought to be encouraged as the United States works toward the day when the public education system can fully provide a quality education for all students.

School choice often leads to harsh debates. The Task Force has decided not to recommend a single, “correct” way for all districts to
create new options and offer choice to parents and students. However, the group strongly urges each state, working in conjunction with its local school districts, to (without delay) prompt a conversation about school choice and adopt and implement a strategy that provides local families with the choices they need and deserve. There are many examples, some encouraging and some cautionary, from America and beyond that officials should look to when formulating their own choice plans. Strategies that officials should consider include:

- implementing public school choice programs, such as those in Boston, New York, and San Francisco
- redesigning or creating new traditional public schools and magnet schools, providing additional access to high-quality options
- offering vouchers, such as the DC Opportunity Scholarships, to students
- authorizing the creation of more high-quality charters, pilot schools, and other nontraditional-model schools that provide families with access to schools with distinctive approaches to teaching and learning (It is worth noting that in some districts, about five times as many families are applying to charters and other schools of choice than there are seats available. Policymakers should consider local demand when formulating their district’s school choice plans.)
- creating structural changes and collective bargaining reforms that require all schools serving public school students to agree to school-based leadership agreements under which school leaders would agree to help students learn and achieve at high levels in exchange for receiving substantial discretion over hiring, how to use resources, how to attract students, and how to live up to learning expectations for students

As officials formulate their choice programs, it is essential that they simultaneously ensure that they are appropriately measuring schools’ quality so families can access information about schools and make informed decisions. They must also be attentive to resource allocation and ensure that funds are allocated wisely and equitably. If schools are severely resource-constrained, they will not be able to innovate their way to success, and students will inadvertently be harmed. Schools supported with public funds must support all students, irrespective of race,
national origin, religion, language, background, or disability. Finally, it is essential that states and school districts remain vigilant: if any school is failing to live up to expectations and is not serving students well, education leaders must intervene to make sure that families not only have options—they have good options.

**LAUNCH NATIONAL SECURITY READINESS AUDIT TO LINK ACCOUNTABILITY TO NEW EXPECTATIONS AND RAISE PUBLIC AWARENESS**

In order to catalyze reform and innovation and better safeguard America’s national security, it is essential to measure how well students, teachers, and schools are measuring up. It is also clear that simply measuring results is not enough to ensure progress: accountability must also engender consequences and public awareness.

**THE AUDIT**

The Task Force recommends that the U.S. Department of Education create incentives to motivate states to work together to create an annual audit, which would help policymakers and citizens assess the United States’ level of educational readiness. Accountability is not new to education, of course, but the expanded Common Core and the associated assessments urged in the Task Force’s first recommendation will create new opportunities for meaningful, apples-to-apples comparisons between states and individual schools in participating states.

For the audit, states would collect school-level information on factors important to national security, including (subgroup disaggregated) answers to the following questions:

- How many students are passing their (expanded) Common Core courses?
- How well are students performing on end-of-year summative assessments?
- How many students are mastering important “national security” skills, such as learning foreign languages and computer programming?
- Are students graduating from high school within four years (or within five or more years)?
- What percentage of students are “college-ready”? Career-ready?
- What are the characteristics of each school? For example, what is a school’s budget and average per pupil allocation? How many teachers are there? What is a school’s attendance rate?

The audit should combine this state-reported data into a single report that tracks educational outcomes nationally, by subgroup, and by state. It should also compare U.S. performance to other countries. Some of the skills measured in this audit are basic and do not seem directly tied to national security. This is intentional; students must master reading, math, and science because they are building blocks for everything else.

In addition to the subgroups tracked through NCLB (race/ethnicity, limited English, special education, free and reduced-price lunch), the Task Force recommends that the audit should have an annual section assessing the condition of education of the one million school-age children who have one or both parents serving in the active duty forces, the national guard, or the reserves. These children have unique needs, often moving from school to school as their parents transfer to bases around the country. Since military-connected children are more likely to enlist when they grow up and since their parents are more likely to end their service if their children’s education is at risk, it is critical to monitor their performance and ensure that educators are taking steps to address their special needs. This is not simply a matter of ensuring that these students’ educational needs are adequately addressed; it is also a matter of making sure that America’s armed forces can continue to attract to and retain in the service parents who care about their children’s educational welfare.

It is important to emphasize that the Task Force is advising the collection and release of school-level data. While teacher and student data are essential to developing instructional plans and school policies, the Task Force does not advocate the public release of individual teachers’ or students’ performance or names.

**USE AUDIT TO SPUR ACTION**

The collected information will catalyze two types of action:

- Learning (proof of success or failure could help educators, students, parents, and others learn, adjust practices, and improve). Teachers and
principals should use the results to highlight what is working and to learn from mistakes, and the most effective schools should share their techniques to help others emulate their success.

– **Consequences (proof of underperformance could spur interventions for teachers or schools).** Data about individual schools and the system as a whole should be used to evaluate what is working and what is not. Such analyses should catalyze changes in policies, from resource allocation to professional development for educators. Where schools are underperforming, districts and states should take responsibility for analyzing why and intervening. This could mean reallocating resources, recruiting stronger school leaders, helping schools redesign programs, or restructuring schools to create better options for students. When a charter school fails to meet the expectations delineated in its charter, there should be an intervention to ensure that it stops underperforming. This principle should be applied broadly to all K-12 public schools to ensure that the system is built around the best interests of students and national security.

The Task Force urges policymakers to stop allowing failing schools to persist in shortchanging more students. If a school is failing to live up to its commitments, policymakers should take the necessary actions to protect students from continued neglect.

**USE AUDIT TO INFORM THE PUBLIC**

The Task Force believes the annual audit should be aggressively publicized to help all members of society understand educational challenges and opportunities facing the country. This public awareness campaign should be managed by a coalition of government, business, and military leaders. It should aim to keep everyone in the country focused on the national goal of improving education to safeguard America’s security today and in the future.

Astute use of media and communications have a proven ability to effect changes in mindsets and actions, and the group believes that a targeted, annual campaign, led by the Department of Education in collaboration with the U.S. states, the Departments of Defense and State, and the intelligence agencies, could have this impact. The Task Force hopes that this annual campaign will prompt serious and purposeful national dialogues and a new commitment to implementing meaningful change.
Conclusion

Three decades ago, in August 1981, President Reagan’s secretary of education, T. H. Bell, gathered a panel of educators and business leaders to investigate the secretary’s concern about “the widespread public perception that something is seriously remiss in our educational system.”

In April 1983, the group detailed the problems in U.S. education in *A Nation at Risk*. The report warned of “a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a nation and a people.”

The report was published about three decades ago, but the risks the report highlighted are much the same as those that this Task Force is describing today.

In 2012, the sad fact is that the rising tide of mediocrity is not something that belongs in history books. Despite selective improvement, the big picture performance of America’s educational system is all too similar to results from three decades ago. Too many students are falling behind academically and are leaving high school unprepared for college and work. And though educational attainment has not changed significantly, demands on the workforce have increased, making success less attainable for many Americans. As a result, people in communities across the United States are increasingly being left behind.

Meanwhile, other countries are improving educational outcomes, making it harder and harder for Americans to compete. This is true both for young people who are new to the job market and for older Americans. Looking forward, semieducated and semiskilled citizens are likely to feel increasingly burdened, and they will be less able to contribute to and enjoy improving national standards of living.
A GROWING CONSENSUS FOR CHANGE

Nevertheless, although the big picture looks the same as it did decades ago, it would be a mistake to ignore the areas of progress in the American system since the 1980s. In the past decade, a number of efforts to transform school leadership, teaching, curriculum, accountability, choice, and technology have been successful. They have produced changes and improvements in individual schools. To date, such improvements have been selective and insufficient to lift the educational performance of whole districts or whole states. Nonetheless, they show what is possible in American education as a whole.

This is a critical moment of opportunity when the nation could finally implement the necessary changes in its school system to safeguard the country’s national security in the coming decades. The basis for advancing dramatic reforms is growing:

– **Acknowledgment.** Public acknowledgment that educational attainment and performance is inadequate and that substantial reform is needed is gaining widespread acceptance. This is not a one-party issue or a geographically isolated need.

– **Leadership.** Increasing numbers of motivated, high-quality leaders are involved at all levels of education—from the classroom up to the national leaders in Washington—and are able to lead change efforts.

– **Successful models.** Hundreds of schools across the country have modified and reformed their educational processes and approaches to teaching and learning in ways that have helped students exceed standards and expectations. These experiences provide guidance into how to lift educational standards and performance for all students, including high-needs students.

– **Economic environment.** Today’s environment of scarcity could actually help jump-start necessary reforms by highlighting the urgency of the problem. Rather than continuing to invest in the status quo, some administrators have instead chosen to invest in the programs and services that show the most promise.

– **Political environment.** Over the course of the past decade, support for meaningful educational reform has generally been bipartisan. Recent
legislation—from No Child Left Behind to Race to the Top—has created a base for improved accountability and incentives, and gives hope that collaboration could lead to real advancements. Cross-sector support for school reform—from corporations, libraries, museums, and other organizations—is also growing.

These variables are important, and make this a time like no other to change the way the United States educates its children—and to achieve transformational reforms on a level never before achieved in the U.S. school system.

RESTORING AMERICA’S LEADERSHIP

The Task Force believes that, taken together, the outlined recommendations can reshape education in the United States and put this country on track to be an educational, economic, military, and diplomatic global leader.

By nearly every measure, the United States is falling short of its collective expectations in K-12 public education—leaving individual Americans, communities, and the nation vulnerable. For all Americans who care about the country’s future, these results are of grave concern.

The United States will not be able to keep pace—much less lead—globally unless it moves to fix the problems it has allowed to fester for too long.

The Task Force believes that this country has a real but time-limited opportunity to make changes that would maintain the United States’ position in the world and its security at home. Whether and how the nation acts at this moment depends on its collective answer to two questions: What kind of country is the United States? What kind of country does the United States want to be?

The Task Force hopes that the United States, as a whole, shares its answers to these questions and is willing to reevaluate the status quo and adopt necessary changes.

The Task Force is hopeful that consideration of America’s education failings as a national security threat will mobilize new constituents, energize advocates, spur policymakers into action, and attract increased investments in reform efforts. This said, calling the crisis in education a national security concern is not a gimmick or an empty phrase: with
a failing economy, a stalemate political system, and a waning international presence, the United States stands at a crossroads.

Americans can either accept U.S. decline or can come together to support and implement fundamental and radical changes that put the country back on track to fulfilling its promise and potential.
Additional and Dissenting Views

It was a privilege to join members of the Task Force in considering strategies for addressing the challenges faced by U.S. K-12 public schools in the twenty-first century. While I remain concerned about key elements of the report, I appreciate the openness of the chairs, project director, and members to comments, suggestions, and criticisms that many of us offered throughout the process. In my view, the report has been strengthened by these contributions. I hope that the entire effort will spark enlightened debate about ways this nation can support the neighborhood public school—the bedrock of communities—and also meet the needs of students, educators, and their schools as they prepare young people for fulfilling lives, productive work, and active citizenship in an interconnected, global society.

National security requires a healthy economy, energy independence, investments in research and development, strong defense, a thriving civil society, a respected and involved diplomatic corps, and, most of all, a healthy and high-functioning political system. (The current political environment is a clear demonstration of what happens when we have a public—and public officials—who are uninformed and/or ill-informed about our nation’s history, our political system, and the values upon which it was built.)

Certainly schools must play a critical role in assuring that these needs of national security can be met. Yet, while some of the data are disturbing, nothing in this report convinces me that that our public schools “constitute a very grave national security threat facing this country.” Indeed, claims of alarm can only set the stage for dramatic actions unsupported by evidence: in this case, market-based approaches to school reform, that, overall, have not demonstrated their effectiveness. Indeed, charter schools and vouchers are diverting funds and energy away from neighborhood schools, and the more successful ones rely on additional support from private sources (“voluntary taxation”), a situation that is
neither sustainable nor scalable. Moreover, the drive toward “competition” can diminish individual commitment to the common good, thus undermining the very nature and purpose of public education: preparing young people of all backgrounds to become informed and active citizens who understand their rights and responsibilities to contribute to society and participate in the shaping of policies that affect their communities and the larger world.

I applaud the Task Force report’s call for more attention to U.S. and world history and cultures, civics, science, and foreign languages. However, the well-intentioned emphasis on testing basic math and reading has diverted funding and attention from other areas of equal value. The proposed national audit will only increase the pressure to focus on standardized tests when funds to pay for this initiative could be better used if made available to the neediest school districts for classroom instruction.

Our public schools need flexibility and sufficient resources to identify and nurture young people’s talents, interests, and imaginations, whether in the sciences, mathematics, technology, or the liberal and applied arts. Early and ongoing exposure to all of these subjects develops critical thinking and creative problem-solving skills, all essential to building a sound and sustainable economy—and also a society enriched and emboldened to take on the challenges before us in the twenty-first century.

My heartfelt thanks to the Council on Foreign Relations for the opportunity to participate in the Task Force.

Carole Artigiani
joined by Linda Darling-Hammond, Stephen M. Walt, and Randi Weingarten

There is much to applaud in this report of the Task Force. I am pleased that the Task Force identifies the importance of setting high goals for student learning in fields ranging from English language arts and mathematics to science, technology, engineering, and foreign languages—areas that were profoundly neglected during the No Child Left Behind era. The report wisely calls for a richer and more internationally comparable curriculum for all children, beginning in elementary school, along with strategic investments that address the dramatic inequalities
in funding that currently exist. This is critically important for our success as a nation, for the talent needed must be cultivated from all communities, among all our young people.

The report recognizes that new standards will not teach themselves, and that we must invest in the knowledge and skills of educators, especially those that serve our neediest students, from their entry into training and throughout their careers. In addition, the report has forcefully outlined the need for more innovative and authentic assessments of learning that evaluate critical thinking and communication skills, the ability to apply knowledge to real world problems, and the ability to find, analyze, and evaluate complex information in order to learn new things at all times. Both the ongoing high-quality training of professionals and the use of performance-based assessments are long-standing traditions of excellence in the armed services that could and should inform the ways we consider building systems in public education.

It is with respect to the features of strong systems that I raise specific concerns with the recommendations of the report. Although the report suggests, appropriately, that we must now compete with high-achieving nations around the world, its recommendations do not acknowledge the lessons these nations have to offer or the lessons we should learn from reforms in the United States.

One shortcoming is that this report accepts, uncritically and despite significant evidence to the contrary, that competition and privatization are essential—indeed perhaps the most important—strategies for improving public educational systems. It ignores the fact that the nations that have steeply improved achievement and equity and now rank at the top on the PISA tests (i.e., Finland, Singapore, and South Korea) have invested in strong public education systems that serve virtually all students, while nations that have aggressively pursued privatization, such as Chile, have a huge and growing divide between rich and poor that has led to dangerous levels of social unrest.

It also ignores research that raises serious cautions about the outcomes of unbridled privatization in education. Although I agree that many charters have done excellent work in serving diverse student populations, and I have personally worked closely with some of these schools, it is also true that the nation’s largest multistate study on charter schools found that charters have been, overall, more likely to underperform than to outperform district-run public schools serving similar students. In addition, studies have found that, as a sector, charters serve significantly fewer special education students and English learners, and
too many have found ways to keep out and push out students who struggle to learn. While touting the privatization of schools in New Orleans, the report fails to note that many high-need students have been rejected from charters there, that school exclusion rates are extraordinarily high, and that the Southern Poverty Law Center had to sue on behalf of special education students who were unable to gain admission to public schools. Meanwhile, New Orleans remains the lowest-ranked district in the low-performing state of Louisiana. Similarly, the report neglects to mention the many studies that have failed to find positive outcomes of voucher systems when similar students are compared. Finally, the report ignores the fact that our highest-achieving states have all built high-quality systems without charters, vouchers, educational management companies, or other forms of privatization.

To its credit, the Task Force acknowledges that there are many routes to high-quality choices in education, including options such as district magnet schools and other schools of choice within school systems; that choice must be accompanied by a level playing field in terms of resources; and that schools of choice should accept and support students irrespective of race, national origin, religion, language background, or disability. This is a start in the right direction, but if our goal is better education for all students and a stronger national capacity to educate all children, these matters deserve more serious deliberation. The path forward should be focused on building capacity to ensure high-quality options in all schools within a robust public education sector, as all high-achieving nations have done.

The report should also take a more evidence-based approach to the critical matter of developing a strong teacher workforce. While appropriately underscoring the need to invest in teaching, the report ignores many successful models of teacher preparation and development that have been shown to boost teacher effectiveness and retention. It holds up Teach for America (TFA) as the solitary model for entering teaching—despite the fact that recruits have only a few weeks of training when they enter and most leave their positions after two years, provoking churn and high replacement costs in the vulnerable schools they leave. While the commitment of TFA recruits is commendable, we need solutions like those developed at Columbia, Stanford, and many other top universities that recruit high-ability entrants and prepare them exceedingly well for long-term careers and leadership in education.

To do this, we will need to emulate nations like Finland and Singapore, which invest in recruiting top people and preparing them
well—completely at government expense and with a stipend while they train—and often expect a minimum term of service (usually between three and five years) in exchange. Initial preparation and later professional development are intensive, high quality, and classroom relevant. Salaries are competitive with other professions, and administrators are well trained, so they can help teachers become more effective while keeping them in the profession.

As this report eloquently points out, we need to get serious about building a uniformly successful public education system in the United States, and this means we must learn from our own experiences and those of successful nations that we see as peers and competitors. Building systems requires a keen focus on what matters and what works, along with the discipline to not be distracted by silver bullets that cannot ultimately solve the pressing problems we face.

Linda Darling-Hammond
joined by Carole Artigiani, Stephen M. Walt, and Randi Weingarten

The great strength of this report is that it properly highlights the critical and too often ignored nexus between education and national security. It also correctly stresses the importance not only of reading and mathematics, but of science, foreign language and area studies, history, and social studies, and consistently focuses on student performance and teacher excellence.

While I question a few of the solutions prescribed and their precise application, the overarching value of the report is in establishing the vital link between high-quality, equally distributed education for our children and the security, prosperity, and overall well-being of our country and democracy.

Ellen V. Futter
joined by Jonah M. Edelman and Shirley Ann Jackson

Education is a public good, and I am therefore concerned about a complete privatization of education. While useful in many instances, vouchers and charter schools are not, in and of themselves, a systemic and systematic way to improve the quality of overall K-12 education in the United States.

I fully support the report’s recommendation of full implementation
and expansion of the Common Core State Standards to raise educational quality and to enhance coherence in our approach to public education in the United States.

Lastly, I believe that the approach of the Task Force report toward closing the gaps in achievement between disadvantaged children and their more affluent counterparts is not strong enough in its recommendations and does not address the multiple complexities involved in making change.

Shirley Ann Jackson

I am pleased to support the Task Force’s effort to draw attention to the issue of public education. The report contains valuable information and some useful suggestions for reform, but in my judgment falls short in several areas.

First, the report exaggerates the national security rationale for reforming U.S. K-12 education. It says a troubled public education system is a “very grave national security threat facing this country,” but it offers only anecdotal evidence to support this unconvincing claim. The United States spends more on national security than the next twenty nations combined, has an array of powerful allies around the world, and remains the world leader in science and technology. It also ranks in the top 10 percent of the world’s 193 countries in educational performance, and none of the states whose children outperform U.S. students is a potential rival. Barring major foreign policy blunders unrelated to K-12 education, no country is likely to match U.S. military power or overall technological supremacy for decades. There are good reasons to improve K-12 education, but an imminent threat to our national security is not high among them.

Second, there is a mismatch between the report’s alarmist tone and its core recommendations. In particular, if the current state of K-12 education were really a very grave threat to national security, the Task Force should emphatically support allocating greater resources to meet the challenge. Yet even though key recommendations, such as raising teacher quality, cannot be realized without additional public investment, the report offers only a bland statement that “increased spending may well be justifiable.” It then declares that “money alone is not the answer,” creating the unfortunate impression that the Task Force is trying to solve an alleged national security threat on the cheap.
Third, the call for a “national security readiness audit” of educational performance repackages the current focus on standards under a misleading label. The proposed audit would not measure “national security readiness,” and it is not clear who will pay for these new reporting requirements or what the consequences of poor performance would be.

Fourth, there is no consensus among professional educators, academic scholars, or engaged citizens about the net impact of charter schools, vouchers, or other forms of privatization, because empirical evidence is mixed. The report leans heavily toward one side in this contested set of issues, however, thereby encouraging a policy course that could do more harm than good.

Finally, the report correctly emphasizes that improved teacher quality may be the single most important factor that would improve student achievement. Yet it offers few concrete steps for addressing this issue. Creating a serious national program of training and credentialing would not be cheap, but it could do more to improve our schools than simply providing greater “choice” or subsidizing various forms of privatization with public monies.

Education is vital for America’s future, and the CFR Task Force deserves credit for tackling the issue head-on. But the report is best seen as one element of a larger conversation, and not as a reliable blueprint for reform.

Stephen M. Walt
joined by Carole Artigiani, Linda Darling-Hammond, and Randi Weingarten

I was honored to participate in this Task Force. My hope was and is that its work would advance the crucial goal of strengthening America’s public schools, which have been and must remain a fundamental foundation of our strong democracy, secure nation, and sound economy, and of the hopes and aspirations of generations of children. I am particularly grateful for the time Secretary Rice devoted to listening to our concerns, and the genuineness of our shared commitment to providing all young people access to a high-quality public education.

The report rightly acknowledges that “Public education is an essential institution in America’s quest to provide equality of opportunity
and to ensure that social and economic mobility are available to all children, regardless of circumstances. It is not hyperbole to say that a robust system of public schools is essential to U.S. democracy.”

Regrettably, some elements of this report actually undermine this vital institution. The report casts public schools in the worst possible light while ignoring facts to the contrary. It correctly states that parents should have great academic choices for their children, but certain recommendations may actually limit those choices. It advances recommendations that lack evidence of effectiveness while ignoring the lessons of high-achieving, fully public education systems in the United States and elsewhere. The report advocates privatization, competition, and market-based approaches that, while compelling, have not worked in a scalable and sustainable way either here or abroad. Therefore, I must respectfully offer this partial dissent.

The report rightly emphasizes the need for all students to have access to great schools and the opportunity to develop higher-order knowledge and skills. Yet by promoting policies like the current top-down, standardized test–driven accountability that has narrowed the curriculum and reinforced the teaching of lower-level skills, which President Obama correctly criticized in his 2012 State of the Union address, it does the opposite. The report goes to great lengths to blame a current generation of educators for their assumed institutional resistance to innovation when, in fact, the problem is less about an opposition to change than it is about too much churn and change. This adds to disrespect and the sharp demoralization of our current teaching force—something that is never seen in the countries that outcompete us. We ask teachers to do a lot, and while we have the responsibility to remove those who do not belong in the profession, we have just as great a responsibility to provide the tools, conditions, and support to the vast majority of teachers who do. Public schools have been buffeted by so many “silver bullet,” top-down solutions and unprecedented austerity measures that sound reforms with the potential to drive system-wide student success have not been consistently and equitably implemented.

Vouchers and charters have not proven themselves to be sustainable or systemic ways to improve our schools. They will, instead, deplete badly needed resources from the public schools that educate nearly 90 percent of our students. We are concerned, therefore, that their favorable mention in this report—without accompanying comments about the problems inherent in each—could have the effect of “walking
away” from the public responsibility and sufficient funding for public schooling. Decades of independent research show that vouchers do not improve outcomes for children who receive them or drive improvements in nearby neighborhood schools. Recent polling on communities of color and public school reform (conducted for the NAACP, the National Council of La Raza, and others) showed that parents favor improving, not closing, struggling schools. Moreover, the countries that have enacted voucher systems, such as Chile, have not seen the improvements in achievement predicted by advocates. Chile, in fact, is the most socioeconomically segregated country regarding education opportunities, according to the OECD.

We applaud the support expressed for the Common Core State Standards, and we strongly agree that we must have high expectations for all children. It is incumbent upon all of us to ensure that our students and schools are provided the resources they need to meet those high expectations. We are pleased therefore to see incorporated in the report the recognition that schools need greater resources and that there needs to be an integration and alignment between those resources, policy, implementation, and support. Experience—both recent and long—has shown that we set our students and our schools up for failure if we advocate for higher standards and do not provide the funding and other supports needed to achieve them.

The report rightly decries the gaps in achievement between disadvantaged children and their more-advantaged peers, but it does not make a strong recommendation to address closing the corresponding gap in education funding and resources. It rehashes the too-familiar canard that education resources outpace results, but makes no note of schools’ growing costs associated with educating all children (including students with special needs or living in poverty) and rampant teacher turnover.

Educating our nation’s children only works when it is viewed as—and lived as—a shared responsibility. This report repeatedly moves away from that concept, instead placing inordinate responsibility for school improvement on individual teachers and advocating educational approaches, such as vouchers and charter schools, that are disconnected from public systems. Our belief is that improvements that benefit all children can be achieved only through systemic structural changes. And when structural changes are made in education, the people who do the work must have a say. We are pleased that the report acknowledges, by its inclusion, that collective bargaining is a tool in creating true
education reform. It can be and has been used to create more school autonomy, but we are mindful that these proposals work only when there is real collaboration, worker voice, and real support by a school system for its schools.

Through collaborative efforts and shared responsibility, we must focus on the two primary linchpins of educational attainment: what students need to succeed, and what their teachers need to facilitate success. The components of such an approach include curricula, teacher development and evaluation, meaningful accountability measures, and neighborhood schools, as outlined in AFT’s Quality Agenda: http://www.aft.org/newspubs/press/qualityagenda.cfm.

In this country, no other public service essential to the nation’s well-being—not law enforcement, firefighting, or the armed forces—has forsaken being a public entity. Public education has been a cornerstone of democracy and a means of acculturation for generations of Americans, as well as a crucial vehicle by which those generations have not simply dreamed their dreams but achieved them. A move away from that public system could do greater harm to our national security and common bonds than doing nothing at all.

Randi Weingarten
joined by Carole Artigiani, Linda Darling-Hammond, and Stephen M. Walt
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